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Abstract: “Building back better” in the post-COVID-19 Anthropocene era requires
novel ideas and ways of working to truly challenge “business as usual” and contribute
to urgently needed systems transformations. This article invites post-normal evalu
ation professionals to engage with the concept of the Rights of Nature, a generative
form of institutional innovation that recognizes ecosystems and natural communities
as entities that have an independent right to exist and flourish that can be enforced
under legal or social norms. Pathways are suggested to use evaluation as valuesdriven practice to reflect on and encourage human-nature relationships founded on
mutual dependence, cooperation, and synergy.
Keywords: environmental evaluation, institutional innovation, post-normal evalu
ation, Rights of Nature, transformation
Résumé : Pour "reconstruire en mieux" à l’ère de l’Anthropocène post-COVID-19,
il faut de nouvelles idées et méthodes de travail qui nous permettent véritablement
de remettre en question le "business as usual" et de contribuer aux transforma
tions systémiques nécessaires et urgentes. Cet article invite les professionnels de
l’évaluation de l’ère « post-normale » à s’engager dans le concept des droits de
la nature, une forme générative d’innovation institutionnelle qui reconnaît les
écosystèmes et les communautés naturelles comme des entités ayant un droit in
dépendant à l’existence et à l’épanouissement qui peut être appliqué en vertu de
normes juridiques ou sociales. Des pistes sont suggérées pour utiliser l’évaluation
comme une pratique axée sur les valeurs afin de réfléchir aux relations entre
l’humain et la nature, fondées sur la dépendance mutuelle, la coopération et la
synergie, et de les encourager.
Mots clés : Droits de la nature, transformation, évaluation post-normale, évaluation
environnementale, innovation institutionnelle.
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The view that well-being in contemporary human societies must be pursued
within a paradigm of inclusiveness and equity for all living within planetary
boundaries was gathering momentum even before the COVID-19 pandemic (e.g.,
Pope Francis, 2015; UN, 2015a, 2015b). In 2020, the pandemic, climate change,
ecosystem degradation, and social inequity crises intersected to show us just how
urgently change is needed.
The United Nations, among others, is calling on governments, the private
sector, and civil society to “build back better”—to transform our societies for a
healthier and more resilient future for people and nature. The degree of legitimacy
for current and new actions on climate change, biodiversity loss, and sustainable
development is high—but not sufficient in and of itself. True transformations
must be profound enough to shift societies and systems into fundamentally new
forms, and so onto fundamentally different development pathways that accelerate
us toward climate-neutral and resilient development (GIZ, 2020; Nalau & Handmer, 2015; O’Brien, 2018). This implies deep changes in the values, paradigms,
institutions, and behaviour governing ecosystems.
We make a three-part argument in this article. First, we argue that a thought
ful consideration of a concept called “Rights of Nature”—recognizing ecosystems
and natural communities not as property that can be owned but as entities that
have an independent right to exist and flourish that can be enforced under legal or
social norms (Global Alliance for the Rights of Nature, n.d.)—is a transformation
opportunity. Second, evaluations that aim to support transformative action can
engage with the Rights of Nature in evolving evaluation practice towards one fit
for the Anthropocene. Third, evaluators who are interested in working with the
concept of Rights of Nature already have some clear pathways to follow.

THE RIGHTS OF NATURE AS A TRANSFORMATION
OPPORTUNITY: A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Good progress has been made in establishing a global environmental rule of
law regime (UNEP, 2019). However, tangible transformational actions for the
re-visioning of human-nature relations—defined for this article as the drastic,
fundamental shifts in values, worldviews, and actions that can convert current
ecological, social, political, economic, scientific, or technological systems to differ
ent structures and behaviours needed for a flourishing future (Abson et al., 2017;
GIZ, 2020; Hickel & Kallis, 2020)—have yet to happen at scale.
Many of our natural systems are already severely compromised at planetary
and more local scales (IPBES, 2019). They risk coming under additional pres
sures, even as we aim for equitable post-COVID recoveries grounded in the eco
logical realities of the Anthropocene (Hamilton et al., 2015). We have imperfectly
applied different approaches to “establish, improve or maintain good relations
with nature” in contemporary environmental and biodiversity conservation ac
tion since the 1960s (Sandbrook, 2015, p. 565)—yet continue to lose keystone
species and ecosystems. Despite the proliferation of environmental law in over
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187 countries since the 1970s, fragmented coverage and implementation have
prevailed (UNEP, 2019). Environmental sustainability is entering the main
stream, but dominant worldviews, values, and institutions that have produced
our current paradigm of unsustainable development still need to be dislodged
(Hickel & Kallis, 2020).
Institutions are formal and informal systems of rules, including organizations
(Hodgson, 2015; North, 1990), that structure predictable relationships and behav
iours of and between members of society for many dimensions of life, including
governing access to and managing environmental public goods (Ostrom, 1990).
Successful institutions are produced over time, become or are designed relatively
stable and resistant to change, and endure through processes of path-dependency
informed by—and upholding—preceding values, beliefs, technologies, and organ
izational models (Hindriks & Guala, 2015; Kingston & Caballero, 2009). Simply
put, they are integral to the capacity of societies to adapt and persist, to transform,
or to stagnate (Vatn, 2005).
The Rights of Nature is a values-driven philosophy embedded in both tradi
tional and contemporary Indigenous governance that is slowly being pioneered
in twenty-first-century jurisprudential theory and law in a similar way to human
rights (Schoukens, 2019; Stone, 1996). It can be viewed as a collective action to
generate institutional change (complex and poorly understood process as that
may be; Kingston & Caballero, 2009). The judiciary is central to the creation of
new formal rules, and changing these can be a catalytic form of social change
(Capra & Mattei, 2015; Toboso, 1995). Beyond formal legal reform, the notion of
nature having rights is in itself a deliberate attempt, a collective political act, to
alter the ways in which access and use rights in ecosystems are negotiated, thus
constituting a generative form of institutional innovation and change (Hargrave &
Van de Ven, 2006; Raffaelli & Glynn, 2015). Dominant power reinforces or repro
duces institutions and can slow or speed up the impetus toward transformational
change (Avelino, 2017; Scoones et al., 2015). As such, whether formal or informal,
the mere notion of Rights of Nature can also be understood as an attempt change
power relations by according nature more “power-to” refuse human interference
and encourage human-nature relationships founded on mutual dependence, co
operation, and synergy (Avelino, 2017).
Rights of Nature is about legal rights, ethics, principles, spirituality, and see
ing the world as interconnected—but it is also about the pragmatism needed for
working successfully within complexity for long-term resilience (Ansell & Geyer,
2017; Rowe, 2021, p. 46). The key idea is that if Rights of Nature are established
in national law or in guiding ethical principles and frameworks, human values,
interests, and rights must make space for nonhuman values, interests, and rights
at the center of evaluating decision trade-offs and synergies. That idea proposes a
radical revision of human values and stances toward nature, with the potential to
stimulate new narratives around human-nature interconnections. It provokes a
reframing of nature and humans as part of one creation, both deserving to be af
forded dignity, respect, and the right to thrive together. And it weakens narratives
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about nature as property, input or resource, or something to be stewarded and
managed (Capra & Mattei, 2015).
Christopher Stone asked in 1972, “What would a radically different law-driven
consciousness look like? . . . One in which Nature had rights . . . Yes, rivers, lakes . . .
trees . . . animals . . . . How would such a posture in law affect a community’s
view of itself?” (cited in Burdon, 2010, p. 69). Imagine how extractive industry,
natural resource and environmental management or transition management—or
evaluation—would be tempered if required to look to nature’s legal interests and
be prepared to negotiate or compensate—or be sued by—nature’s elements and
entities. Ultimately, establishing legal and ethical Rights of Nature proposes a
change in values, beliefs, social, and legal norms so that an older, more balanced
order in human-nature relationships, with a greater probability of producing
sustainable development, can emerge.

THE RIGHTS OF NATURE TODAY
The Rights of Nature is part of both traditional and new forms of Indigenous gov
ernance (Moore & Nesterova, 2020; Richardson, 2008; Robinson & Raven, 2020)
and championed by various civil society groups (CELDF, n.d.; Earth Law Center,
n.d.; Global Alliance for the Rights of Nature, n.d.). By bringing more ancient
views of nature-human relationships into contemporary law and deliberations
on environmental justice, the Rights of Nature reaches well beyond the rights to
a healthy environment and environmental protection already embedded in the
national constitutions of 150 countries (UNEP, 2019). What is noteworthy is the
creation of legal reforms and jurisprudential theory that support the creation of
a legal personality for nature and for individual natural elements that recognize
interests, rights, and obligations for nonhuman entities that can be defined and
defended through legal recourse and public discourse.
In nations with common law, most direct provisions in constitutions or
in other areas of national environmental law focus on the duties and rights of
humans in relation to nature (Boyd, 2011). Efforts to integrate the environment
into constitutions in these countries fall into a category of environmental hu
man rights or defense of property rights, most often protected through vari
ous environmental laws and regulations. In civil law systems, the tendency is
to adopt environmental rights provisions directly into national constitutions
with much debate as to whose duties these are and how they are to be enforced
(Boyd, 2011).
Leading countries relevant in such efforts are Ecuador, Bolivia, Colombia,
India, Mexico, New Zealand, and Australia (Chapron et al., 2019; Espinosa, 2019).
Ecuador was the first country in the world to include the Rights of Nature in con
stitutional law, referencing the right of Pachamama “to exist, persist, maintain and
regenerate” (Republic of Ecuador, 2008, Art. 71). The drafting of a new constitu
tion in 2007–2008 provided the opening for advocacy by civil society groups for
the inclusion of direct provisions for the Rights of Nature, with high-level support
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in part due to the individuals involved from the Ecuadorian Constitutional As
sembly and their discomfort with the law treating “nature as a slave” (Burdon,
2010, p. 74), and in part due to a historical, political, and social context that in
cluded recent experiences of environmental disasters.
The real-world example of a constitution-based Rights of Nature in Ecuador
has sparked new discussions about human-nature relationships and possibilities
for innovation in how environmental resources are protected (e.g. Chapron et al.,
2019; Mansaray & Aamodt, 2017). This case is also referenced in discussions on
the risk of such measures remaining purely symbolic or being used for political
interests other than the advancement of environmental conservation without
clear implementation strategies; such constitutional reforms cannot be assumed
to automatically generate improved environmental performances (Boyd, 2011;
Schoukens, 2019). For example, ground-breaking legal changes to the level of en
vironmental protection have been achieved by Indigenous environmental defend
ers in Ecuador over the past 10 years (Buschschlüter, 2020), but it is not clear how
political, legal, and social conditions nurtured by the constitution affected these
(Espinosa, 2019), and environmental degradation has continued in the country
(Chapron et al., 2019).
A more focused, specific property rights regime based on the Rights of Nature
has been to establish rivers as legal entities, whereby some river catchments have
been accorded a legal personage and rights in Colombia, India, New Zealand, and
Pakistan (Bieluk, 2020; De Vries-Stotijn et al., 2019; Kauffman & Martin, 2018),
with some momentum established for a Universal Declaration of the Rights of
Rivers (Wilson, 2017). These rights are shaped and defended by legislation and
represented by “natural persons”—a living human being, with certain rights and
responsibilities under the law—speaking on the behalf of the river, positing a level
of legal protection greater than can be achieved with environmental standards and
regulations (Bieluk, 2020).
As of November 2020, these are the best-known cases (Bieluk, 2020; De
Vries-Stotijn et al., 2019; Kauffman & Martin, 2018; Khaskheli, 2020):
•

•

•

•

2016, Atrato river basin, Colombia. Status: Legally recognized. Eco
logical degradation and resulting impacts on local communities and
Indigenous peoples were the main drivers of this legislation.
2017, Whanganui river (Te Awa Tupua), New Zealand. Status: Legally
recognized. Indigenous community-driven initiative citing spiritual val
ues and restitution of a historical wrong done to the river.
2017, Ganges and Yamuna rivers, India. Status: First legally recognized
in Uttarkhand State, then challenged by the Indian Supreme court. Eco
logical degradation is the primary factor for this attempt to establish
better normative protections.
2018, Amazon ecosystem, Colombia. Status: Legally recognized. These
provisions include both the river and forest territory and were driven
primarily by deforestation concerns.
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•

2020, Indus river, Pakistan. Status: Not recognized. However, the term
“rights of river Indus” is being used by national and international civil
society in seeking greater protection of the river.

One important consequence of considering a river as a legal person is that,
while defended by humans as legal representatives, it cannot be owned by anyone.
This is a clear political message that rivers have value and rights, independent
from humans and the benefits derived from these systems by us (De VriesStotijn et al., 2019). Even though there is still confusion about what these rights
should be and how they can be enforced in reality (Dsouza, 2020; O’Donnell,
2020), this is critically different from the long focus in water governance that the
greatest value of river basins is how to value water and its allocation, and it is a
radical departure from established processes of river-basin governance within or
between countries. This obviously has major implications for efforts to exploit
or contaminate or destroy river resources upon which so many contemporary
societies depend.
Finally, the Rights of Nature can raise ethical considerations without being
a question of legal compliance, challenging established worldviews and values
that hinge on an exploitative rather than the pluralist, cooperative visions of
human-nature relationships that are essential to transformation and sustainabil
ity (Gavin et al., 2018; Jacobs et al., 2020; Pascual et al., 2021). One illustration
is the experience around legal defences of nonhuman copyrights, in particular,
the “Monkey selfie” case. A suit was filed by People for the Ethical Treatment
of Animals (PETA) against a British wildlife photographer, David Slater, in
2013 in the United States. PETA fought for legal recognition of the copyrights
and ownership of nonhuman image makers following media attention for selfportraits taken by a Celebes crested macaque called Naruto in Indonesia using
the photographer’s equipment and training. They requested to administer all
financial proceeds from the photos on Naruto’s behalf and for his benefit. The
US District Court in Northern California rejected the argument that a monkey
could have legal standing (Associated Press, 2016). However, in her review of
the case, Rosati (2017, p. 977) notes “the question of non-human authorship is
not really (or just) about whether a monkey can be the owner of copyright in
the photographs that it takes”, rather it is about “broadening of the understand
ing of what (rather than who) an author is” in the context of emerging artificial
intelligence capabilities, and the public as well as commercial possibilities that
these imply.
The examples given above illustrate the winding path for Rights of Nature
as an institutional innovation while also creating a benchmark for how this con
cept is applied today. We are currently grappling with the results of economic,
political, and social systems that are predicated on a belief that infinite growth
on a finite planet is possible. That belief has been baked into our laws, markets,
education programs, and so on, which go on to set up long-term, stable rules and
behaviours. Instituting and respecting the Rights of Nature would make for a
fundamental change in the underlying “rules of the game” for resource rights and
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allocation that have driven significant global environmental change and historical
and present-day inequity.

THE RIGHTS OF NATURE IN EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
What people value shifts conceptually and in practice over time and geography,
from traditional and contemporary Indigenous, to postmodern dominion over
rather than kinship with nature, and the latest realizations in light of the Anthro
pocene and dire climate and biodiversity warnings. We cannot, and should not,
avoid debate about what and how we value. This creates a role, and perhaps even
an ethical imperative, for the evaluation profession to help society engage con
structively and quickly with these ideas (Schwandt, 2019). The Rights of Nature
is potentially a useful concept to evaluators in environmental sustainability, even
where legal Rights for Nature are not yet in place.
Environmental governance scholarship calls for moving institutions and de
cision making away from “predict and control” to “sense and respond” forms of
governance and management that prioritize flexibility, precaution, and resilience
in the face of many uncertainties and complexity (Stirling, 2014). New templates
and practices for flexible and relational environmental governance are needed to
move the dial of overconsumption and exceeding the planet’s boundaries, turn
around climate change, and reverse biodiversity destruction, waste, poverty, and
extraordinary inequalities (Young, 2017).
Evaluation has a role to play (Schwandt, 2019) as we navigate the new and
uncertain terrain of just transitions, reset economic and social systems, meet the
needs of eight billion people, and address eroding ecological resilience. New ideas
and revised values are needed if historical, political, and social factors governing
inertia in sustainability transitions are to be overcome. Evaluation is a process
commissioned and financed by power brokers in fields like international devel
opment that can hinder or help the process of sustainability transformations. It
can engage strongly with distributional issues and with social and environmental
justice. To remain relevant in the increasingly complex and interconnected world,
it is essential for evaluation as a profession and as a practice to engage in the dis
course at the nexus of human and natural systems (Uitto, 2021, Chapter 1, p. 3).
Environmental monitoring and evaluation overlap with both research en
deavours for scientific knowledge advancement and strategic analysis for practi
cal decision making, for example in biodiversity conservation, natural resources/
ecosystem-based management, and urban and rural planning (Uitto, 2021). En
vironmental impact assessment and intervention evaluation produce and rely
on a wide variety of data, but in most cases a key aim is to provide credible, use
ful evidence for causal relationships using frameworks like the Dose-Response
and Drivers-Pressures-State-Impacts-Response (DPSIR). Increasingly, however,
complexity-informed frameworks are emerging (Patton, 2011, 2019; Reichert
et al., 2015; Rowe, 2019, 2021) to engage with trade-offs and identify robust
doi: 10.3138/cjpe.71575
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environmental strategies at multiple levels, from site-specific to global. Typical
evaluative approaches include environmental impact assessment, strategic en
vironmental assessment, and environmental and social standards compliance;
biodiversity conservation program design; and impact evaluation, which can
often focus on environmental processes, ecosystem integrity and degradation,
and measurable environmental state outcomes rather than considering human
nature dynamic interactions (Rowe, 2019, 2021; Sarkki & Acosta García, 2019;
Uitto et al., 2017).
Despite these initiatives, monitoring and evaluation in the environmental
sustainability field have struggled to establish accountability and to connect this to
new strategic environmental management actions (Feger et al., 2019). Many who
are eager for positive change in ecological conditions lament that evaluators have
been trying to prove and measure environmental decline without contributing
to preventing it (Lindenmayer et al., 2013). Monitoring and evaluation are a key
practice area at the nexus of environmental science, policy, and implementation
that show some movement toward adaptive governance in real and tangible ways
(Uitto, 2021).
The field of evaluation has started to evolve in response. Evaluators’ engage
ment with values and norms over the past two decades has put the spotlight on
social justice—gender, equality, equity, human rights, common but differentiated
rights and responsibilities, and transformational change (Deane & Harré, 2016;
Mertens, 2009). Helped by the recognition of the importance of value conflicts in
environmental sustainability (Reichert et al., 2015), a similar trend is happening
in the environmental field. New types of evaluators and evaluative practices are
emerging, with stronger emphases on intersectional social and environmental
justice and a greater readiness to engage with a systems view of complex environ
mental and social values and change processes (Uitto, 2021; van den Berg et al.,
2019).
Examples can now be found of how evaluative practices in environmental
sustainability are providing opportunities for critical reflection, social learning,
adaptive planning and decisions, and operationalizing sense making under un
certainty in multi-level governance structures (e.g., Patton, 2019):
•

•

The expected growth in demand for impact evaluation fit-for-purpose
under conditions of twenty-first-century complexity in public, private,
and civil society sectors is receiving responses that explore the nexus of
environment, poverty, resource production and consumption, biodiver
sity, and climate (e.g., Sword-Daniels & Henderson, 2020; Uitto, 2021;
Uitto et al., 2017; van den Berg et al., 2019)
There is surging interest in democratic, reflexive, and deliberative envi
ronmental governance. This is setting new directions for how monitoring
and evaluation can frame and reframe values and problem definitions
in ways that are inclusive and catalytic for improved behaviour, policy,
norms, and other institutions (e.g., Latulippe & Klenk, 2020; Pickering &
Persson, 2020).
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•

Collaborative and futures-oriented environmental governance using
stakeholder-led indicators and monitoring as part of the problem identi
fication-intervention analysis are being tried in many places in the world,
including low-income and emerging economies (e.g., Redford et al., 2020).

This is a critical function that has real status and influence in environmental
governance, but it is at present still a fairly narrow field. Evaluators may be sub
ject to the agendas of more powerful actors without the opportunity to help set
organizational agendas (House, 1997; Picciotto, 2020); others are part of agenda
setting within their organizations and fields. Given that many evaluators are
embedded in environmental policy and organizational networks, communities,
and other coordinated systems of power in environmental governance, they can,
in principle, support critical reflection in decision processes about how nature is
being considered and engaged with (Eyben et al., 2015). Some evaluators are in
a position to help ensure that nonhuman elements of nature are included in the
weighing up of directions, achieving diversity and considering equity in distribu
tion of gains and losses. Many support forms of ongoing learning, for example
through developmental evaluation (Patton, 2011); this is critical for adaptive
governance and management in implementation programs.
Evaluator agenda setting and support for adaptive action are actions with
potential to nudge the design and implementation of interventions in a desired
direction as part of collective or synergistic action toward transformation. Evalu
ative practices can thus play an important role in shaping the normative, cultural,
and social climates in which institutions, policies, and procedures that affect
ecosystem integrity, biodiversity, environmental quality—and our very view of
nature—are formed. Such actions could be catalytic.
In short, the evaluation profession, like all actors in sustainable development,
can be a change agent in efforts to transform systems helping instrumental actors
set directions of change, ensure diversity in framing issues and problem solving,
deal better with risk, and facilitate evidence-informed decisions. Evaluators help
identify successful experimentation, essential trade-offs, and success factors; help
determine how interventions can best be sequenced; warn against unintended
negative consequences; and assess the distribution of gains and losses ex-post
across populations. All of these can guide efforts toward more sustainable trajec
tories of development. Thus, for those evaluators wanting to support transforma
tion, and in a position to play such a role, the Rights of Nature is an institutional
innovation that can help shift deliberations to a focus on the systems that govern
and influence the relationship between people and nature, give nature a “seat at
the table,” and generate new insights for environmental governance.

HOW TO WORK WITH THE RIGHTS OF NATURE
IN EVALUATIVE PRACTICES
Evaluators wanting to support transformation have to engage at the human-nature
nexus (Rowe, 2021), and the concept of Rights of Nature could assist in many
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evaluations beyond the field of environmental governance. Given the framing
in the previous sections of the Rights of Nature as a values change as much as
a legal reform and compliance issue, and the evaluator’s role in environmental
governance innovation, this emerging issue is one worthy of attention. In line
with the notion that post-normal evaluation will and has to open new spaces for
exploration in practice and knowledge creation (Schwandt, 2019), we focus here
on how an evaluator can engage with the Rights of Nature. We start from current
professional frameworks, methods, and resources and highlight questions for
consideration by the global community of evaluators.

The Rights of Nature in evaluation guidelines and ethical
frameworks
Although evaluation frameworks for practice like the OECD-DAC evaluation
criteria (OECD-DAC Network, 2019) include environmental impacts in the scope
of impact assessment and evaluation, most evaluations outside of those explicitly
focussed on environmental outcomes tend not to consider this dimension (Rowe,
2019). The global evaluation profession has guidances and competency frame
works that do not yet consider Rights of Nature directly. Yet, given that evaluation
is intended to help strengthen accountability about what is happening, to whom
and why—including engaging with distributional issues associated with transfor
mation (Leach et al., 2012)—there is perhaps space within existing frameworks
to work with this concept.
At a basic level, evaluators working within good practice professional guide
lines can be asked to consider legal compliance questions. This is relevant in those
countries such as Ecuador, Chile, New Zealand, and Australia that have already
recognized some elements of nature as legal entities. Exploring trade-offs between
the rights of different populations in these places could include identifying “ef
fective, efficient and equitable means” of ensuring that the Rights of Nature are
weighed in the balance and protected (Boyd, 2011). It is in cases such as these
that evaluators can play a pivotal role in engaging with the Rights of Nature as a
complementary set of legally established human rights to a healthy environment,
as well as human responsibilities toward nature.
Though it is a new role for many evaluators, those interested in working with
Rights of Nature where legal rights are not established can look to the negotiation
of values that Rights of Nature imply from the perspective of the ethical principles
underpinning evaluation as a professional activity. Evaluation ethics asks evalua
tion professionals to do “the right thing,” with an emphasis on being appropriate,
fair, just, effective, and risk-aware as we apply moral rules and professional codes
of conduct to ensure the well-being of all stakeholders to the best of our judge
ment in the cultures and contexts in which we work (House & Howe, 1999; Stame,
2018). Some evaluation professionals already explore questions about which goals
and objectives are right, fair, and effective, as seen from multiple viewpoints and
rights (Schwandt, 2019). Incorporating specific values is a slowly evolving aspect
of evaluation standards for voluntary organisations for professional evaluation
© 2021 CJPE 36.2, 141–161
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(VOPEs), networks of multi- and bilateral agencies, noting that the New Zealand/
Aotearoa evaluation guidelines are the only ones to our knowledge that explicitly
reference an ethics toward the environment (though not in terms of Rights of
Nature) (ANZEA & SUPERU, 2015).

Non-mainstream evaluative practices and the “Rights of Nature”
Complementary methods to those in standard evaluative practices can offer an
opportunity to consider nature and environmental sustainability, as long as these
support the stated goal of the intervention (Rowe, 2019). We discuss five distinct
practices with some interrelated characteristics and existing frameworks and
methods that are suitable for working with the Rights of Nature in evaluative
practice.
1. Establishing the frame with nature’s rights in the picture
Framing in evaluation involves setting boundaries, essentially determining the
focus for questions or analyses that may lead to oppression, exclusion, or mar
ginalization (Schwandt, 2018; Ulrich & Reynolds, 2020). A good starting point
is Blue Marble Evaluation principles (Patton, 2019)—in particular, although not
exclusively, the “Anthropocene as Context” principle, which calls on evaluators
to engage with the realities of the Anthropocene and find ways to use evaluative
thinking and evaluation processes to identify and encourage movement toward
futures that are more sustainable and equitable for humans and nature.
Culturally responsive evaluation and culturally responsive Indigenous evalu
ation (CRIE) are not known or used by the majority of mainstream evaluators
(Waapalaneexkweew, 2018) but are well suited to working with Rights of Nature
because they are an integral part of Indigenous philosophies, traditions, and cus
tomary law, which is more inclined toward a complex systems-informed and less
extractive view of the world (Lent, 2017; Robinson & Raven, 2020; Wehipeihana &
McKegg, 2018; Yunkaporta, 2020). Indigenous insights about the relationship
between people and nature do not only reflect millennia-old practices but also of
fer potential solutions for current global sustainability issues (Yunkaporta, 2020).
This is also in line with the ongoing live debate about evaluators doing their part
in decolonizing development and evaluative practices and being mindful of the
value of Global South, Indigenous, and culturally responsive frameworks and ap
proaches (Chouinard, 2016; Gaotlhobogwe et al., 2018).
2. Seeing the system of human-nature interactions in evaluations
An evaluative practice based on systems thinking seeks to see the system
through an understanding of interdependencies, patterns, tipping points, and
behaviour over time. Conceptual frameworks underpinned with complexity
theory and social-ecological systems frameworks are already part of some
evaluative practices (DEFRA, 2020; Patton, 2011, 2019; Wehipeihana & McK
egg, 2018; Zazueta & Garcia, 2021). Futures-oriented and participatory multiscale assessment methods involve including and reflecting on the balancing of
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rights pluralist values as we evaluate processes and outcomes already feature
in environmental evaluation (e.g., Gallagher et al., 2020; Kimmich et al., 2019;
Pereira et al., 2020). Critical systems heuristics that explicitly explore different
human-nature relationships and recognize inherent and intrinsic values of
nature beyond anthropocentric valuations are already in experimentation and
use (Ulrich & Reynolds, 2020; Zafra-Calvo et al., 2020). Evolving these practices
further to include a Rights of Nature perspective is an interesting opportunity
waiting to be tested.
3. Holding space for diﬀerent narratives about impacts and change
within the system
Evaluation can be a deeply political practice when it engages with questions of
how to organize and allocate resources (House & Howe, 1999). Evaluators can
therefore play the role of information brokers and network bridges, helping all
voices to be heard. Different actors produce narratives that frame problems,
solutions, systems, and their dynamics in ways that suit their interests, promote
particular goals and values, and justify particular pathways (Leach et al., 2012).
This matters: Who tells the stories sets the frame (Waddock, 2018). Their values,
beliefs, and narratives emerge as dominant, and professional evaluators bear some
responsibilities for setting boundaries and conducting evaluations in an inclusive
way (Ulrich & Reynolds, 2020). Many dilemmas arise when interests, values, and
priorities compete or conflict, and evaluation professionals have a responsibility
to engage with these (House, 1997; Patton, 2011). But what happens when some
interests are not even accorded a place in the deliberation? It requires post-normal
evaluation professionals to consider making space for nonhuman voices while
including and nurturing values, cultures, and voices that are excluded, erased, or
marginalized (Wehipeihana & McKegg, 2018).
4. Evidence-building with a plurality of values and knowledge that includes
the Rights of Nature
In the context of biodiversity decline, ecosystem loss, and climate change,
designing evaluation systems and processes that enable true inclusion and par
ticipation to understand and reflect upon plural values held for nature, as well
as the intrinsic value for nature represented in the concept of Rights of Nature
in choice making, is essential for a greater likelihood of both sustainability and
sustainable outcomes (Pascual et al., 2021; Zafra-Calvo et al., 2020). Evaluators
can play a brokering role when it comes to balancing different rights through a
diversity of intellectual approaches, mixed methods, and participatory evalua
tion practices (Cram et al., 2018; Rowe, 2019, 2021). Inclusive spaces are crucial
as we navigate intertwined social and environmental justice challenges (Pick
ering & Persson, 2019). Participatory evaluation procedures create space for
deliberation for different mental models of nature and human-nature relation
ships that influence observations about problems, expectations for the future,
and how to proceed in development contexts (e.g., Mustonen et al., 2018). The
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emerging institutionalization of the Rights of Nature offers an opportunity to
contemplate how evaluators might ensure that nonhuman voices are included
and appropriately represented.
5. Supporting planning with complexity through deliberative processes
Under certain conditions, evaluation practice presents an opportunity to go
beyond weak notions of participation to deep inclusion in setting questions
and reference points, learning together, moving toward real deliberation, and
co-decision-making that benefits planning under complexity and uncertainty
(Innes & Booher, 2010). In many ways, such future-oriented processes allow us
to explore together what we desire and expect to happen in future for ourselves,
our communities, our sectors, and our stakeholders—and we know from be
havioural sciences that what we believe about the future informs our behaviour
today (see Gallagher et al., 2019 for a discussion of this literature in the context
of an inclusive systems-based evaluation procedure). This introduces the idea
that nature, or elements of nature, can have rights—can influence choice making
by changing ideas about what defines progress, changing available knowledge,
problem definitions, and solution sets through critical analysis, learning, delibera
tion, and negotiation.

Preparing to evaluate the “Rights of Nature” transformation
proposition
When it comes to the Rights of Nature, there is a need, on the one hand, to antici
pate the implications of a natural evolution of current pathways, and on the other,
to evaluate the effects of deliberate positive changes intended to be promoted
by recognizing natural elements as legal entities. The idea feels transformative,
but we have to get ready to test if this is truly the case, and to muddle through
the challenges to implementation that have already been raised. Evaluation of
whether recognizing the Rights of Nature works for positive transformative
change will therefore be a technical challenge, but the learning would support
efforts to innovate a new contemporary form of environmental governance
(Gerlak et al., 2020).
Tackling today’s global environmental change challenges means a significant
departure from a status quo toward a better outcome—yet defining what “better”
is precisely and equitably enough to be able to evaluate is rare (Nalau & Handmer,
2015). System transformation occurs at multiple different scales, multiple different
levels, and in many different places, both purposefully and as an unintended con
sequence of social change interventions. The scale of ambition to change systems
distinguishes transformational change from smaller adaptation, but the process
of transformational change is one that itself is multi-faceted, multi-causal, and
non-linear (Sword-Daniels & Henderson, 2020).
What effects could be observed, and how will this be done robustly? More
over, any evaluation of the effects of Rights of Nature will have to engage with com
plexity in the context of the narratives around transformation that characterize
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the political explorations of this concept. Currently, theories of change that put
the state or the market, rather than citizens, at the heart of transformations
dominate (Scoones et al., 2015). How does the Rights of Nature fit into this pic
ture, especially given its connection to Indigenous advocates? And what of postdemocratic trends of shrinking civic space in some critical geographies (Hossain
et al., 2018)—will this undermine the validity of the concept out of hand if the
politics do not favour it (Carter & Harris, 2020)? Many questions remain open for
interested evaluators to take up in this regard.

CONCLUSION
In this era, transformational change at a global level is essential, and evaluative
practices are needed to provide evidence in support of the transformations the
world needs urgently. As the world plans for a post-pandemic recovery, it is essen
tial to go beyond “business as usual,” and it is at the nexus of theory and practice
on urgent global environmental changes that creative solutions, approaches, and
concepts have to be accompanied by appropriate evaluation insights, approaches,
and methods.
The Rights of Nature is one such concept that has the potential to contribute
to a paradigm shift toward sustainability as one mechanism for moving humans
toward a healthier relationship with nature. We have posited that thoughtful
consideration of a slowly but surely emerging institutional innovation around
the Rights of Nature is an opportunity to accelerate progress and help anchor the
new economies that will emerge in the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic,
driven by the ecological realities of the Anthropocene. Furthermore, evaluations
aimed at supporting transformative action can engage with the Rights of Nature
as an idea with the potential to contribute to the evolution of evaluation practice
that is inclusive of nonhuman voices, able to weigh varied rights in the balance,
and support decision making at the nexus of human-nature interactions. Re
viewing the transformation potential of the Rights of Nature has brought us to
the conclusion that it is both a values-oriented philosophy and an issue of legal
reform and compliance. This is a key reason for believing that the evaluation
profession can and should consider this burgeoning issue explicitly as a rights
issue on a par with human rights, and include it in that way in practice. We have
also showed that evaluators who are interested in working with the concept of
Rights of Nature already have some clear frameworks and methods within evalu
ative practice to follow and an opportunity to contribute to evaluating theory
and practice of Rights of Nature. Indeed, evaluators have the power to adopt this
concept and explore it from a rights perspective as an ethical imperative within
evaluation research and practice, and to take it well beyond evaluative activities
into our different fields of action. This will require the global evaluation com
munity to take a firm stance and make an explicit commitment to placing the
interests and rights of nature on par with that of humanity, thus guaranteeing
the survival of both.
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